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Abstract

Introduction: Tobacco consumption is a demonstrated cause of growing in morbidity and mortality between smokers. Because of that it influence hardly 
since the social and the economic context because of smoking social costs. Consequently these costs are determining a particular inequity according to 
the smoking impact. 

Objective: To describe the main economics characteristics that identify to smoking like inequity cause. 

Materials and methods was made a descriptive research about the main characteristics that identify to smoking as social inequity cause. Were utilized 
the inductive deductive like theoretical method and like empiric was utilized the bibliographic research. 

Results: The inequity attributable to smoking is given by the social cost attributable to it. The direct cots by morbidity determine a socio epidemiologic 
inequity while the indirect cost by labor productivity loses condition a socio labor inequity. Both costs are determining a contextualized form of 
socioeconomic inequity. 

Conclusion: The economic burden attributable to smoking is a main measurer for the socioeconomic inequity attributable to smoking. The indirect costs 
attributable to smoking are given mainly by labor productivity lose attributable to smoking. In these cases the labor time lose in each context is a main 
measurer for the social inequity attributable to smoking by this way.
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Introduction

Smoking is an accumulative, modifiable and socioeconomic risk 
factor. These classifications are a strong base to understand by the 
society and the fiscal authority particularly about smoking to control it. 
That’s why the analysis about smoking cost by cost type will contribute 
to apply more efficient fiscal policies for the smoking control [1]. Like 
socioeconomic risk factor smoking have two main variables given by 
the smoker number and the tobacco consumption. Then, the relation 
saved by these variables explicates the smoking behavior too [2]. The 
single variation in both carries to smoking variation in the same way. 
Consequently the smoking social costs are in direct relation to these 
variables and the smoking social inequity too. As consequence of the 
tobacco growing it produces high social cost irreversible at short time. 
These costs overcharge to no smokers and thus born the smoking 
social inequity. The smoking social inequity form will depend from 
the smoking impact over the population researched but generally is 
possible to determine an economic cost because of the smoking social 
inequity too [3]. The most evident case is the passive smokers who are 
exposed to tobacco smoke and because of that suffers the smoking 
consequences agree to the exposition rate. Then, each form to measure 
the smoking social inequity must include these main variables and 
must be agree to the smoking particularities too [4]. 

Social inequity across smoking social cost

Tobacco consumptions carry to health disequilibrium. This is 
because the smoking social impact over the health population and the 
real health services too. This disequilibrium determines the smoking 
social inequity by smoking direct cost [5]. Smoking like socioeconomic 
risk factor is close related with poorness and the human develop. 
WHO had pointed the close relation between tobacco consumption 
and the health services demand and the economic development 
because of labor productivity lose too. These are the bases for the 
smoking social inequity by labor productivity loses attributable to 
smoking [5, 6]. These arguments show how important is understand 
the smoking social inequity like untouchable smoking impact. That’s 
why the objective of this research is to describe the main characteristic 
that identify to smoking as social inequity cause. 

Materials and methods

Was made a descriptive research about the main characteristics 
that identify to smoking as social inequity cause. Were utilized the 
inductive deductive like theorical method and like empiric was 
utilized the bibliographic research.
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Results

The social inequity because of smoking is given by the disparities 
in the society because of the smoking social costs. The most important 
social cost attributable to smoking are the direct smoking cost related 
with morbidity and the health services and the indirect smoking cost 
related with the labor productivity lose related with morbidity and 
mortality because of smoking. Each of them has particular forms of 
social inequity attributable to smoking [6].

Inequity attributable to smoking in the consumption 
of health services

A significant part of the health budget is utilized attending 
morbidities causes attributable to smoking. Then, the no existence 
of smoking should mean an important social save that could able 
for other social objectives [7]. This disparity is given by the smoking 
impact over active and passive smokers. This social impact it shows 
by the effective demand of health services because of smoking, the 
smokers’ number and the morbidity attributable to smoking. That 
is why the economic burden is a main measurer rate for the social 
inequity attributable to smoking for the Public Health [7]. 

Socio-epidemiologic and socioeconomic social ineq-
uity across the direct social attributable to smoking

To understand the social inequity attributable to smoking since 
the direct social costs is necessary to difference between epidemiologic 
burden and economic burden attributable to smoking [8, 9]. The 
epidemiologic burden is given by the morbidity attributable to 
smoking like risk factor and represents the morbidity probability´s 
attributable to smoking. By other side the economic burden is given 
by the effective demand of health services attributable to smoking. It 
is equivalent to the health spend probability´s attributable to smoking 
[8, 9]. The morbidity attributable to smoking creates disparities in the 
incidence of morbidity causes related with smoking. This disparities 
are given by the smoking impact over the health and it show in the 
differences between smokers morbidity and no smokers morbidity. 
This type of disparity explicates the socio-epidemiologic inequity 
attributable to smoking, where the epidemiologic burden is the main 
explicative variable [8, 9]. The morbidity attributable to smoking 
carries to disparities accessing to the health services too. These 
disparities should be external or internal. The external are given by 
the exclusion of consumer from the health services market while the 
internal are given by the redistribution in the health services accessing 
attributable to smoking. These are the main socioeconomic inequities 
attributable to smoking across the direct social costs attributable to 
smoking. 

Socio-labor and socioeconomic inequity because of 
the labor productivity lose attributable to smoking

The labor productivity lose attributable to smoking can be absolute 
or relative. The absolute is related with earlier death because of 
smoking while the relative is associated to the morbidity attributable to 
smoking [10]. The earlier death of smoker reduces the life expectative 
and this is an important social inequity given by the difference in life 

expectation between smokers and no smokers because of smoking. 
Also, is smoker death occur before retire age is present a socio-labor 
inequity because of the potential work time lose because of smoking 
and a socioeconomic inequity because of all economic benefits no 
obtained because of smoking given by the smoker earlier death [11]. 
The relative labor lose attributable to smoking can be by touchable 
absenteeism or untouchable absenteeism. The touchable absenteeism 
occur when the smoker worker isn´t physically present at workplace 
because of the morbidity attributable to smoking while the untouchable 
absenteeism occur when the smoker worker use part from the labor 
time to smoke although keep physically at workplace [10–12]. Each 
labor productivity lose will depend from the specific characteristic 
of the smoking impact. In general way can be identified two main 
social inequity form because of labor productivity lose attributable to 
smoking: a socio-labor inequity and a socioeconomic inequity. The 
socio-labor inequity is determined by the potential labor time lose 
because of smoking and the socioeconomic inequity is determined by 
all economic costs related to each social inequity form attributable to 
smoking by labor productivity lose. In general way, understand the 
social inequity attributable to smoking by all causes may adopt better 
social policies agree with the particular smoking impact. That’s why 
the smoking control is interesting for all societies but specially for the 
fiscal authorities [13, 14]. 

Conclusion

The smoking social costs are the best measure rate for the smoking 
social inequity. The direct social costs by morbidity determine the 
socio-epidemiologic and the socioeconomic inequity attributable 
to smoking by this way. In this case the epidemiologic burden and 
the economic burden are the main rate to explain the social inequity 
attributable to smoking by the smoking direct costs. By other side, 
smoking social costs by labor productivity lose attributable to smoking 
determine the socio-labor inequity and the socioeconomic inequity 
because of labor productivity lose attributable to smoking. In this case 
the potential labor time lose determines this social inequity.
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